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Abstract: In the dynamic world of communications which constantly widens its network, the Internet and one’s presentation on the World Wide Web represents an indisputable importance. Today, it is inconceivable to run a business without having the Internet appearance and marketing directed towards the online sector. In this work, the author explains the relevance and importance of Internet marketing, primarily by focusing on the promotion through the website content. Different characteristics, which need to be accounted for in order to achieve a good quality website, have been investigated. The aim to identify these elements was guided with the idea of creating a website that informs and satisfies the user which is the main challenge in site design. After identifying the crucial characteristics, theoretical frames have been applied on the analysis of web sites for the five leading football clubs in Croatia, defined on the basis of  the top ranking clubs in current Croatian League table.  





Considering the fact that 85% of Croats regularly visit informative websites 
(www.hrvatska-rijec.com (​http:​/​​/​www.hrvatska-rijec.com​); 2013) and 56 % of Croats use the Internet on daily basis  (www.wikipedia.org (​http:​/​​/​www.wikipedia.org​); 2013) it is not surprising that informing the general public on different matters via the Internet is important. This article is going to present an analysis of quality of web content of leading football clubs in Croatian football league which was conducted after the 24th round of competition was played. The article will also provide the comparison of ways in which certain football clubs in Croatia inform the public about their work.  

2. The Notion and Importance of Internet Marketing

Benefits achieved through online form of communication are multiple. Marketing experts use them to promote products and services, create company's and product's image, create and maintain public relations, e-commerce and direct mail. One of the primary characteristics of the Internet is its cheap (comparing to other media) ability to repeat and transmit information which allows it to become a channel for providing various services, especially those rich in content (Ozretić Došen and assoc., 2003). Some possibilities of implementing the Internet in marketing are: 
1.	The Internet is an excellent source of secondary data useful in marketing research concerning the availability, accessibility and amount of data it contains.
2.	Introduction of the Internet in the system of distribution simplifies the process and lowers the costs.
3.	The Internet as media of communication has achieved much quicker rise in comparison to traditional media. The reason for this is the attractiveness of visual experience, availability of data 24 hours a day, high level of user attention, low costs, multimedia presentation and etc. 
4.	Prices of trading most products via the Internet have lowered for some handling fees (Previšić, Bratko, 2001).
Now days the significance of Internet marketing is exceptional, specially considering its influence and exponentially growing number of users. One of the best ways of promoting company, association, club, or any other business is making a quality website. This is why it is often said if you are not online, you do not exist. Additional advantage of this extremely cheap online method of informing the general public, as opposed to traditional methods, is the possibility to participate in social networks.  
The notion of Internet marketing is still not compliant in literature. Most frequent used terms are Internet, electronic and interactive marketing. The differences among these are not sufficient enough to talk about various concepts (Škare, 2012).  Some definitions imply Internet marketing as usage of the Internet and other digital technologies as means of reaching marketing aims and as a backup for contemporary marketing concept (Chaffey and assoc., 2003). Internet marketing can also be defined as a process which uses the Internet as communication channel and media (Osmanbegović, 2009) which is rapidly developing primarily due to the Internet's fast growing speed and the development of information communication technology (Stanojević, 2011). This is the reason why Internet marketing is considered as experimental area. Namely, due to enormous growth of speed of communication, the development and ability to adapt, it is difficult to define and become aware of the overall range of this form of marketing (Gilmore and Erdem, 2008). The promotion via websites that is studied in this paper is just one aspect of using Internet marketing. Internet marketing can imply a wide range of Internet activities such as banners, advertisements, SEO optimization, online P.R., affiliate marketing, optimization of social networks, etc. The advantage of e-marketing as a form of presenting through website is the ability to track the statistics of visits via numerous tools in cheap and simple way (such as, for example, Google tools), as well as the insight into segmentation of users and the complete analysis of users based on other characteristics (e.g. user's county). Also, via statistics, it is possible to get insight into categories which users have visited and the time they have spent watching it.  
Clear instructions how to create a successful website do not exist. Quality depends on numerous criterions as well as the service which is presented through it. However, it is still possible to sort out few rules which are considered universal, independent of work field. 
The most significant characteristic of quality website is its clarity. It is important for every website that it is structured in a simple way so it does not present a problem for user to find information on it. Thus, it has to be well-structured but also clearly designed. It is necessary that website involves the user as much as possible because by participating in the content, the content stays in user's memory longer.  
According to official council of VIDI WEB 100, an organization of experts who evaluate the quality of websites on yearly basis, the most important characteristics of quality website are its interaction and entertainment for users who visit it.  (http://limun.hr/main.aspx?id=908833 (​http:​/​​/​limun.hr​/​main.aspx?id=908833​), 2013). Website has to be fully adjusted to users and their wishes and needs. Consequently, user has to be able to find information without wandering around seeking for it.
According to Davorin Černog, key components which should be avoided while creating the website content are: 
•	Double content: it is crucial to create one's own original content and not just copy the existing one from other websites 
•	Week content: website should have sufficient amount of information 
•	Impossibility to share: website has to have means to share the content (social networking) 
•	Solely text/solely images: it is necessary to find a certain balance in using images to additionally describe the content, but also text has to describe the image itself. 
•	Not verifying content: It is desirable to check/read the content to verify whether there are any grammar errors and/or whether some words are exceedingly repeating. 
•	Too long video: if website contains video it is important to mind its duration. 
•	Too long content: if the content is too long it is desirable to divide it to two or more pages.
•	Content for the purpose of content: it is important to be careful about the relevance of the content (http://davorincernoga.com/opcenito/kvalitetni-sadrzaj-web-stranica/ (​http:​/​​/​davorincernoga.com​/​opcenito​/​kvalitetni-sadrzaj-web-stranica​/​​), 2013).
In short, while creating website it is necessary to ensure that it is simple, has quality content, appealing design, is easy to open in all browsers and that it does not 'irritate' the user. By 'irritating' the web users several components are understood: 
•	Flashing text or banner
•	Music – sound background that appears whenever the page is visited
•	Cursor which drags a tail
•	Falling snow or leaves, or any other graphic effects
•	Running text, especially horizontal 
•	Required horizontal scrolling of the text
(http://www.izradainternetstranica.net/izrada_web_stranica/kvalitetne_web_stranice.html (​http:​/​​/​www.izradainternetstranica.net​/​izrada_web_stranica​/​kvalitetne_web_stranice.html​))
Ability to update the content is extremely important because, according to Philip Kotler, the aim of any website is that it is appealing on first sight but interesting enough to attract user to come back. Bearing this in mind, special attention should be on: 
•	Context: appearance and organization of website
•	Content: text, images, sound and video 
•	Community: how website enables the communication among users 
•	Adjustment to different users: ability to personalize 
•	Communication: how communication among the website and user is facilitated
•	Connection: connection availability to other websites 
•	Trade: ability to perform trade transactions (Kotler and assoc., 2007).

3. The Analysis of Croatian Leading Football Clubs' Websites

The aim of this research is to present websites of five leading football clubs in Croatian football league to show the different level of quality of their websites in order to provide complete information to general public. The pages will be analysed in compliance with required characteristics for successful websites. In addition, the aim is to encourage larger number of sport associations and clubs to use this media for self promotion.






Primarily, all clubs have website, so the first condition of online informing the general public is fulfilled. Furthermore, the information that is available on www.gnkdinamo.hr (​http:​/​​/​www.gnkdinamo.hr​) (Dinamo's website) is clear and systematic. The content is also clear and organized by principle of stressing the main information by positioning it in the centre, classic horizontal browser of main structure with all relevant information about the club.  On the right there are interesting topics like 'Walk through stadium', 'Web shop', 'Buy tickets online', news, YouTube channel, 'School of football', 'Fun zone' and columns about the club. Besides this systematic information there are categories like 'Interview', 'Send blue report', 'About Dinamo' which make it interesting and fun. It should be stressed that there is no disturbing or 'irritating' content, but it lacks something which would make it more valuable and which would attract user to stay longer than planned (like video games, quiz or similar). The website is connected to social networks. 
Concerning the secondly positioned football club Lokomotiva (www.nklokomotiva.hr), to get the information it is required to re-enter the website in order to avoid the information about the club's sponsors. This is one of the flaws of the site which rejects the user. News and photo gallery are in the centre of the page. There is no area for fans and texts are poorer in comparison to previously mentioned website. Also as on Dinamo's website, right side presents fun area with content like YouTube channel and photographs but in lesser amount than Dinamo's website. This website is also connected to social networks but it is not so obvious.
Browsing the website of tertiary positioned football club Hajduk (www.hajduk.hr (​http:​/​​/​www.hajduk.hr​)) it is obvious that the site is condensed with content. The menu contains more categories than it was anticipated and it does not fit the design which makes website look confusing. Title page is organized similar as two previous websites and it is dedicated to news and photographs as well as information about the matches and YouTube channel. Besides this, page contains obvious, rather subtle area dedicated to sponsors, but not as much as Lokomotiva's website. This website is the richest in content and it provides not only information about the club, matches, school of football, but also detailed information about the city it originates from – Split – with general information about the city, photographs, transport, and instructions how to get to Poljud's stadium where matches are played. Significant part of content is dedicated to fans. Section about interesting topics makes browsing this website entertaining. It presents information like interviews, weekly columns, fan songs, club's record achievements, winnings, information about the club in comparison to Europe's clubs, etc. Video section is organized in categories like matches, interviews, training, old matches and other. Website has obvious connection to social networks like Facebook and Twitter as well as Hajduk's web shop and advertising area.  
Unlike Hajduk's, website of Radnički klub Split is much simpler and easier to browse. Main page covers content like news and photo gallery, table schedule, YouTube channel and information about the previous and next matches. Menus are on the top of the page and again they appear at the end above the list of sponsors' logos. This way of menu branching is not  representatively organized because lower part of menu is not visible, especially if it is taken into consideration that it is not designed well and in harmony with the upper part. Same as other three websites we have mentioned, this one is also fully updated, but part of the content of www.rnksplit.hr (​http:​/​​/​www.rnksplit.hr​) is unfinished and the site is being rebuilt. Of course, this means that there is a possibility that the website is going to have different shape and amount of content in the future. 




It is admirable that the leading football clubs in Croatia have become aware of the importance of Internet marketing and thus created websites which are regularly updated. Although this paper analysed only five websites, it is important to mention that all twelve Croatian clubs from the First Croatian Football League's list have websites. Consequently, the necessity to promote via the Internet is proven, as well as the aim to present relevant information to users in appropriate way. It is noticeable that the content of main pages is similar in all clubs' websites, but the structure and the amount of content shows differences. Considering analysed characteristics of each website, the conclusion is that Dinamo's website is the most user-friendly, Hajduk's website is the richest in content and Lokomotiva's is definitely the poorest in content. Although the 'exciting' component of visiting these websites is not developed, some interesting areas which could attract the 'passer-by' exist and they could make this user revisit the page. The fact is that most users are club's fans and they will continue to visit it no matter the quality of its content. It is clubs' responsibility to research the statistics of visits and to improve or replace the categories they offer to their users bearing in mind the user's wishes and what they expect the website of the football club should provide. 
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